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ABSTRACT
Algorithmic management, decentralized workforces, and on-demand
labor models have deeply shifted traditional employment relationships. These technologies have concerning implications for workers’
ability to exercise labor rights, build collective power, and exercise
autonomy at work. In this paper, I argue that worker-led technology
design and data-driven research is a key step to ensure fair working futures under these conditions. First, synthesizing scholarship
from legal, economic, and HCI fields, I outline the complex reasons
behind why many modern workers suffer from an "information
asymmetry" at work, and argue why it will likely expand broadly
to knowledge work. I then argue that data sharing is an important
way that workers can counter algorithmic and data-driven management to improve working conditions, making the case that access
to information is a crucial part of labor organizing. Finally, I argue
for researchers in the CHI and CSCW fields to engage in a new kind
of "Digital Workerism": worker-led research into data collection,
analysis, and governance tools that could help provide the labor
movement in the US with the tools to change the course of worker
power.
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computing.
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INTRODUCTION

The current era of work can be defined at its boundaries: algorithmic management, disaggregated workforces, and on-demand
market models. These methods and technologies, replacing human
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relations, the social arena of the workplace, and labor-centric markets, are causing a major upheaval in modern work. While large,
disaggregated workforces in service and delivery industries are often the poster-child for this shift in employer relations, they are not
the only areas these technologies will uproot. Freelancers, artists,
and knowledge workers are not being replaced by robots – their
bosses, managers, and marketplaces are being augmented and extended by them, raising the specter of future disaggregated and
unorganized workforces managed by opaque algorithms that are
difficult to audit without new tools.
For many workers being managed by an algorithm, their experience is one of multi-faceted data asymmetry, directly informed
by the history of computational social science and data-driven behavior change. Instead of receiving strict scheduling and directives,
workers are delivered behavioral “nudges” to accomplish a variety
of managerial goals, ranging from extending a worker’s shift to
encouraging them to accept jobs they otherwise would not. These
management decisions are increasingly a core part of workers’ lives,
yet workers often have no recourse, input, or transparency into
these decisions. For future workers to exert some power over their
work, for the government and advocates to audit labor conditions,
and for researchers to better understand the future of work & exploitation, information about workers’ conditions, compensation,
and relations with their new algorithmic managers must become
more transparent and accessible.
One way for these relations to be made transparent is by focusing on the information that workers produce at work. While
workers have always been under the surveillant thumb of managers
and bosses, perspectives on data ownership rights have shifted in
recent years. In this article, I make the case for researchers in the
CSCW and CHI communities to focus on building digital tools with
workers as a means of both facilitating access to already-existing
labor rights and creating a countervailing force to the one-sided
information asymmetry currently endemic in the world of work. I
first explore and outline some of the complex reasons that modern
workers suffer from information asymmetry at work and argue
that platformed, surveilled work will expand much farther than
some predict. I then discuss the reasons why access to information
is and will continue to be crucial to worker organizing, and how
data-driven and algorithmic management impact workers. Finally,
I argue for a new “Digital Workerism”: a move towards worker-led
research into data collection, analysis, and governance tools that
the CHI and CSCW communities are uniquely positioned to lead,
and why it would be transformative for the worker movement,
particularly in the US.
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2

HOW POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY ARE
CREATING AND SPREADING
DATA-DRIVEN AND ALGORITHMIC
MANAGEMENT

The rise of data-driven management practices that pervade modern
work are not simply the product of an increasingly online society.
Instead, it is a downstream effect of a tangled web of both modern policy and technology. Antitrust, tax, and employment law all
work in tandem to disincentivize traditional employment relationships and cripple democratic, decentralized working arrangements
[2, 28, 62, 67]. Automation promises firms the future of labor-free
work, tempting a complete exit from the labor market entirely
and encouraging firms to organize around this promise at the expense of workers . Meanwhile, technological advancements mean
that managing and directing an entirely decentralized, fragmented
workforce is more achievable than ever before—including in fields
many judge as “un-automatable”. This section outlines the legal
and technical realities that are further incentivising firms to fissure
work through technological management, discusses their impact
on workers, and argues that fissured work, and thus, data-driven
management, is spreading and will continue to spread.

2.1

Fissuring, the End of the Employment
Relationship, and it’s Effects

In the world of labor studies, economics, and law, “Fissuring” refers
to the phenomenon of firms breaking apart traditional employment relationships and rights in favor of independent contracting
arrangements [83] These arrangements vary from firms simply
outsourcing labor to other firms to using sites like Upwork and
Fiverr to hire individual contractors on a temporary basis, rather
than hiring full-time or even part-time employees [28, 64, 83]
There are two main reasons why firms are increasingly fissuring
and atomizing their workforce. As David Weil convincingly argues
in his book The Fissured Workplace, labor costs beyond wages,
such as overtime laws, payroll taxes, and liability costs can act
as a tax on employers that directly engage in the labor force [83].
Retreating from the traditional labor market by hiring workers only
on contract or outsourcing liability to other firms reduces this cost
significantly [5, 20, 28, 83, 84]. Second, modern technology (much
of it developed in the CSCW and CHI literatures) makes automatic
or augmented coordination of contract workers more efficient than
ever before [28, 85].
In the CHI and CSCW communities, this shift has mainly meant
increased attention to contracting “platform” structures like Uber
and Lyft, or crowdwork platforms like MTurk, whose entire business models rest on low-paid contracted labor. But these “fully”
fissured firms are in the minority—many other kinds of firms fissure
in other ways, outsourcing only a portion of their workforce or
contracting out specific kinds of jobs. In addition, fissured work is
diffusing into the broader working population, including already
self-employed workers. Surveys of employment status in the U.K.
have shown a rapid rise in the number of workers that report employment income in addition to self-employment, suggesting that
many workers are “topping up” their normal income with gig work
[1],
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The fissuring of the workplace, especially in the US, has a broad
array of downstream effects on workers. First and foremost, fissuring excludes large groups of workers from the bevy of entitlements and welfare programs that Catherine Estlund refers to as
the “fortress of employment” [28]. The social and legal systems
that provide American workers with insurance, retirement security,
and other benefits are tightly bound with the notion of a long-term
employment relationship (and are the very things that cause employers to move towards fissuring in the first place)[28, 62, 77]. As
workers enter what Katherine V.W. Stone calls the “boundaryless”
workplace (often as contractors), and the traditional employment
relationship disintegrates, these safety nets disappear with it [77].
The advent of fissuring also puts severe downward pressure on
workers’ ability to organize and collectively bargain with employers
[84]. As companies outsource labor to smaller firms, those workers’
“primary” employers under labor law are no longer those directly
responsible for their conditions [62, 85].. For example, a coordinating firm without a physical office hired by a large company might
be the direct employer of a group of cleaners or janitors. While
these workers may work each day in the larger company’s halls,
be directed by the larger company’s management, and be berated
by the larger company’s staff, they are not the larger company’s
workers under law. Their work conditions might be effectively determined by their worksite, but they have no bargaining power
with the large company under current labor law [32, 76].
For workers who are “gig” workers under the thumb of an algorithm, such as Uber drivers or Instacart shoppers, the issue is
compounded. First, the absence of a physical workplace and tools
to coordinate with other workers means that building power as a
gig worker is extremely difficult. Gig work apps are designed to pit
workers against one another in a way that actively disincentivises
collectivism [6, 19, 71, 78]. Second, antitrust law actively works
against collectives of drivers that seek to organize themselves in a
cooperative manner [64]. Uber, as a central coordinating authority,
is free to set “independent” drivers’ prices through their platform.
Yet, if a group of drivers decided to work directly with customers
and set prices together as a bargaining unit through an app or other
mechanism, they would, as Sanjukta Paul acknowledges, be labeled
a “garden variety price-fixing ring” [64]. This is not just a thought
experiment—it has impacted real workers’ wages and bargaining.
In Seattle, shortly after the Teamsters lobbied for and won a law
that allowed drivers to unionize, the US chamber of commerce sued
the city, citing antitrust law [46].

2.2

Platformed and Fissured Work Will Expand

Fissuring is much broader than the popular imagination of “gigified”
work that brings to mind images of drivers for Uber and Lyft or
gig workers delivering meals in cars or scooters. Yet, a common
narrative is that the data-driven management practices that “platforming” or “gigification” represent will be relegated to this sort
of low-wage work characterized as “non-cognitive” by HCI scholars—the same sphere that automation is purported to replace[28].
Despite the appeal of the narrative that automation and fissuring
will impact only “unskilled” or service-class workers, there is little
evidence that this will be the case in the near future. The history
of CSCW is packed with examples of systems explicitly designed
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to break down “complex” tasks into simpler ones that are more
readily delegated by automated management systems [47]. This
suggests that while there may be work too complex to automate,
it is certainly possible to break up otherwise complex tasks into
atomized, delegatable parts that can be managed in a platformed,
fissured context. I refer to this “breaking down” of tasks done using
data, information science, and computer science as “data-driven
management” [58]. Algorithmic management is then a logical extension of data-driven management, occurring in contexts where
tasks are then assigned according to an automated process.
One has to look no further than Amazon Mechanical Turk to
see that this is the case [35]. Popular journalism, scholarship, and
activism have paid attention to the working conditions of crowd
workers, documenting the low pay rates and one-sided nature of
platformed labor on sites like MTurk [35, 41, 72, 73]. Yet the actual
work done on MTurk is largely characterized as “ghost work”, labor
performed by humans to train algorithms with the goal of automating atomic, cognitive tasks such as labeling images or translating
sentences [35, 43]. This simplistic characterization obscures the
long line of inquiry into how everyday cognitive tasks—writing,
translation, even creative brainstorming—can be delegated to the
crowd.
Much of the research being done through MTurk investigates
how crowd work can be leveraged to perform complex, contextdependent tasks [50, 51, 59, 61, 69, 79]. Although using algorithmicallyguided delegation or management to complete complex tasks like
programming have been investigated [86], writing has served as the
gold-standard task for systems aimed at delegating and distributing
complex creative work [31]. Traditionally considered a task done by
individuals or small groups of collaborators, writing is considered
the “white lab rat” of HCI research— it is an easily interpretable
task that does not naturally decompose into delegatable parts.
Since the earliest crowd research on how to delegate and distribute writing tasks to crowds of workers in 2010, the field of “writing
with crowds” has developed into its own subfield of HCI and crowd
work [31, 59]. In 2016, a group of researchers from Carnegie Mellon
and Microsoft Research tested a system that allowed authors to
effectively draft entire sections of research papers by delegating
writing tasks to dozens of crowd workers from a smartwatch interface [61]. Their system included an automated “observer” that
managed crowd workers for writers, allowing writers to draft entire
sections of complex pieces of work from only bullet-point outlines.
Other recent projects include systems that coordinate crowd workers to generate creative fiction ideas through roleplaying [40] and
entire “full-loop” systems that generate fiction from start to finish
using advanced delegation and automated management techniques
[49].
It should come as no surprise that platformed and crowd systems
often result in less agency for the atomized creative worker. As one
recent survey of the field notes, “In crowd-writing systems, control
over the writing is carefully managed by the system, yet rarely in
the hands of people within the crowd.” [31]. In fact, many of the
systems note that removing agency from crowd writers actually
improves the final written artifact [74]. Breaking up creative tasks
into crowdwork inevitably leads to a loss of agency and autonomy
in the work itself.
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Core characteristics of these systems also mirror the historical
development of scientific management and piece-work, further
shoring up the specter that full-time creative employment may be
headed towards heavy fissuring without near-future changes to
work and policy. Vera Khovanskaya, an HCI researcher and historian, argues convincingly that the decomposition, delegation, and
oversight patterns of crowd work formalize and entrench patterns
of management first employed under Taylorism in the 20th century
[47, 48]. Others have examined crowdwork such as the systems discussed here through the lens of piecework, concluding that crowd
work is a “contemporary instantiation of piecework” [6]. It is not
difficult to see how a centralized ‘writer’ managing dozens of crowd
workers could translate into a modern fissured workplace managing hundreds of disposable crowd workers, each creating content
for piece wages.
While it may be impossible to automate creative, cognitive, and
“context-dependent” work with an algorithm, it is increasingly
possible to decompose, delegate, and oversee it with algorithms
and technology. Algorithmic and technological advancements in
modeling and facilitating distributed work will enable firms to
further fissure tasks we now see as “un-automatable”. Given the
potential spread of technologically-augmented management, the
greatest near-future impact on working futures is likely to be these
advancements, rather than job loss from automation.

2.3

An Expansion of Platformed Work Means
an Expansion of Surveillance and
Data-Driven Worker Control

An expansion of data-driven and algorithmic management techniques such as those deployed in crowd work also means an expansion of surveillance and control over workers. A pre-requisite for
data-intensive management of workers, workplace surveillance has
ballooned in recent years [4, 8, 13]. The majority of US companies
monitor their employees’ internet use or log workers’ keystrokes
[4]. Many other companies enroll workers into health and wellbeing programs that collect sensitive data on worker behaviors and
health habits [4, 8, 38].
The coronavirus pandemic has also hastened the surveillant
workplace, with employers of teams that now work from home more
eager than ever to monitor their employees’ days [7]. Workers have
been required to install software on their computers and phones
that track their location, take screenshots of their computers, and
record them through their webcams, all in the name of productivity
[7, 75]. As the boundaries between one’s working life and personal
life dissolve, so do the limits on the surveillant reach of employers
[16].
While this data is not always collected with the explicit purpose
of training algorithmic or data-driven management systems, such
datasets become the necessary infrastructure for data-driven and algorithmic management to function. Like in the platformed context,
the general underlying rationale behind surveilling workers is to
optimize productivity—not to just ensure good-faith activity from
workers [53]. “Bossware” and “Tattleware”—common names for
workplace surveillance software—should also be seen as a stepping
stone towards automated management of creative work. The natural extension of the logic of optimizing productivity quickly moves
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beyond bespoke analysis of data trends in a firm’s workforce (say,
to optimize a quarter’s productivity or decide which workers to let
go) to highly automated processes driven by this same data [23].
This can be seen in the translation of increased worker surveillance
in the hiring process into automated hiring tools with clear civil
rights implications [3, 16].

3

WHY WORKERS NEED ACCESS TO DATA
TO BUILD POWER UNDER ALGORITHMIC
AND DATA-DRIVEN MANAGEMENT

Algorithmic and data-driven management systems, fuelled by worker
surveillance, will spread more broadly, including into “creative
class” work. As is the case with platformed work, these systems
have implications for workers’ ability to exercise labor rights, their
autonomy, and ability to collectively build power. Information collected by firms is wielded against workers in ways they have little
control over, defining workers’ relationships to both the firm and
each other. Value is extracted from workers beyond the traditional
labor relationship—data becomes a new form of production that
workers participate in, simply by being instrumented. The social
and organizational structures that these processes incentivize, with
centralized, impersonal managements overseeing at times a veritable army of workers with little interaction and few social ties,
breaks down the social fabric that holds potential for worker power
in the first place. Meanwhile, the thick spread of surveillance, the
bedrock of algorithmic and data-driven management practices, violates fundamental liberties, impacts worker mental health, and
limits worker agency.
How can (and do) workers fight back? In this section, I address
some of the largest impacts that this process has on working conditions, and discuss their implications for worker power. I then offer
examples of the strategies that workers and coalitions are using to
fight against data-driven management, and outline the legal and
technical obstacles that these strategies pose for workers and allies.

3.1

How Data and Algorithmic Management
Systems Impact Workers and Limit Worker
Power

Access to information is core to the way that data-driven management systems control workers. As Alex Rosenblat and Luke Stark
expertly demonstrate through a deep study of Uber, a core mechanism platformed working arrangements use to exert control over
workers is information asymmetry. This refers to the ways that
platforms and algorithms strategically limit the information made
available to workers in order to incentivize certain behaviors [71].
For example, by limiting the fare data available to drivers when they
accept a job, platforms like Uber and Lyft effectively ensure that
drivers have limited choice in the jobs they accept. Such strategies
are considered a form of “soft control” that platforms exert over
workers in lieu of more traditional working directives.
The advent of “soft control” practices can make communicating
worker grievances, a core tool in organizing and building worker
coalitions [25], much more difficult. Grievances make legible the impacts that specific working practices—changes in pay, hour shifts,
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or workplace treatment— have on workers. Compared to traditional workplace changes, the changes instituted by “soft control”
of workers through UX nudges, black box algorithm updates, and
information withholding is more difficult to communicate and delineate. The result is that for issues as fundamental as pay, even
well-organized workers can struggle to communicate exactly what
changes have impacted them. The conversation then becomes one
about transparency, rather than a specific policy change that could
have more political impact. Community forums are awash with
threads started by complaints about pay but that result in conversations around transparency and theorizing about company
motivations instead [34].
Data-driven management practices, particularly in combination
with fissuring, also create environments that limit the potential
for collective action between workers. By limiting the amount of
information that workers have about others doing the same work,
fissured digital platforms stymie collective action. In a study reconsidering crowdwork through the lens of piecework, scholars note
that without explicit, intentional spaces designed to build working
relationships and collectivism, many crowdworkers do not engage
with other workers socially at all [6]. The digital spaces that are
built to fill this void have often been created through collaborations
with researchers and tech workers [41, 73], or are themselves hosted
on closed platforms such as Facebook. This notion of built “space”
is core to how decentralized groups of workers have managed to
organize themselves globally, including ridesharing, delivery, and
other platform work [10, 44, 87].
Workplace monitoring practices that facilitate data-driven management also fundamentally impact worker wellbeing and dignity.
The reach of wearables, automated screenshots, location data, and
other extenuating “limitless surveillance” can generate stress and
feelings of alienation [60]. They also greatly expand the managerial
prerogative of employers far beyond what employment law and
the social norms of work have traditionally encompassed [23]. For
some, this expanse is an affront to personal worker dignity and
agency that requires explicit legal intervention or new approaches
to algorithmic management entirely[55].
The information that workers generate while at work is also
valuable. Creating value from worker data—not just their labor—is
what scholars Niels van Doorn and Adam Badger call dual value
production [81]. Firms obviously benefit from the use of data that
workers produce, such as through further developing algorithms
that automate work processes, make existing systems more efficient, and create new products. They also profit, however, from the
“speculative value” of the data: data as assets to be traded and sold,
or data as a promise of a future, more efficient firm that has yet to
be optimized[45]. This mechanism is an additional way that firms
are able to extract value from workers.

3.2

Information Collection and Sensemaking
Has Always Been Core to Worker
Organizing

A core operating throughline for organizing generally, but especially for worker organizing, is information collection, sensemaking, and communication. Early studies of how labor unions operate
were quick to point out that rather than only creating leverage
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over employers by threatening to quit, unions leveraged information and “voice” to understand both worker and employer interests
[33, 39]. The idea of worker “voice”, in this context, refers to the
notion that “workers can collectively understand their aggregate
desires” [62], clearly an information-driven practice. More than just
an alternative mechanism for leverage, information collection and
sensemaking also changes the nature of bargaining that worker
groups are able to participate in. Bargaining models of labor economics show that workers are able to fight for the “median” worker,
rather than accepting pay rates and working conditions that are
amenable to the “least attached” worker in a group, significantly
raising conditions for all workers in a collective [33, 62].
In the historical context of scientific management, in many
ways the spiritual and intellectual predecessor to algorithmic and
data driven management, information was also crucial to worker
movements. Common union responses to “time studies” and other
industrial-era advancements in workplace monitoring could often
be characterized as restricting or manipulating the way that information flowed between workers and management. Strategies
in response to scientific management included fighting for data
transparency, securing access to full wage and time study data, and
using that information in worker-driven processes to “audit” employer wage calculations [47]. The similarities between this historic
process and modern “algorithmic audits” of platform algorithms
are no coincidence. Information was and is still crucial to worker
organizing efforts.
Information sharing and gathering also has deep roots in the
philosophy of labor organizing. Worker Inquiry, started in the 1960s
in Italy as a response to radically changing working conditions,
focused on developing long-term research projects that could characterize workers’ experiences [17, 18, 27, 89]. The inquiry of this
time period ranged from rigorous social science research to more
general studies of production processes[18]. Worker Inquiry was
one part of a general Operaist (translated to “workerist”) project
exploring workers’ experience of work and workplaces in Italian
factories. While the spread of modern work is much more diverse
than the work done by factory workers in Italy in the 1960s, the
notion of a Digital Workerism has gained traction in recent years,
motivated by the potential power of workers to measure and understand their own working conditions [21, 27, 88].

movement offers an opportunity to solve this asymmetry, both at
the level of the individual worker and at the level of the worker
movement more broadly.
Like historical workers fighting to make visible the inconsistencies in employer wage calculations [47], modern workers are
using data, data science, and information more generally to resist
workplace surveillance, negotiate with algorithmic managers, and
access labor rights. The Time Project allows TV workers in the UK
to track their working time, aggregating data across workers to
characterize the entire industry [68]. Digital wage calculators for
platform and traditional workers help uncover wage theft in ways
that are easy to access and share [26, 66].
Meanwhile, workers who interact with algorithms on a daily
basis, such as workers on Upwork, continually “audit” the algorithms that manage them simply through daily use. Their continual
interrogation of the opaque systems they use to find work leads to
discovering idiosyncrasies or patterns in how the management systems operate that benefit them. Several studies have illustrated how
workers on crowd platforms manipulate the algorithms that govern
them in small ways, such as changing the number of hours worked
they report to the system in order to achieve a higher worker ranking [42, 80]. Turkopticon and We Are Dynamo demonstrate the
power of creating spaces to share such information to counter information asymmetry and hold employers to account on crowdwork
platforms [41, 73].
In collaboration with researchers and activists, workers are
also leading campaigns to audit algorithms that govern their pay.
Projects like the Shipt Calculator and Deliveroo Unwrapped demonstrate examples of full-circle projects that involve collecting, aggregating, and analyzing data from workers for a specific campaign goal [22, 63]. The Shipt Calculator allowed workers to collect and share their pay records from Shipt, Target’s delivery service company. By aggregating this data, the tool tracked how an
opaque change to Shipt’s payment algorithm impacted worker
wages. While Shipt claimed that worker pay would increase under the new algorithm, the worker-led audit offered a powerful
counternarrative. Analysis of the aggregated pay data showed that
under the new algorithm change, 40% of workers received a pay
cut and that many earned estimated wages well under their state’s
minimum wage laws [22].

3.3

4

Data Sharing is an Important Way that
Workers Can Counter Algorithmic and
Data-driven Management

While information has recently become more central to both the
value extracted from workers and to their management and control,
data and information sharing have also long been core to worker
organizing. The history of labor organizing and theory shows that
being able to collect and share data about workers’ conditions
generally is crucial for labor movements and worker power. In
this context, Rosenblat and Stark’s notion of information asymmetry plays at multiple scales. Individual workers are controlled
and limited by information withheld from them. At the same time,
worker movements themselves are crippled by the enormous gap
between their access to information about workers and employers’
omnipresent gaze. The aggregation of worker data within the labor

BUILDING A DIGITAL WORKERISM: HOW
THE CHI AND CSCW COMMUNITIES CAN
HELP

While workers are leading the charge to take hold of their own data
for organizing, it is not an easy task. Existing tools and frameworks
for data access and analysis are not designed for collective stewardship, governance, sensemaking, or decision-making. Existing
law that applies to data ownership appear as hurdles that workers
actively fight against in order to use their own data in organizing. Concepts of data privacy, which exist mainly in an individual
frame, conflict with a collective rights approach to information
[62]. Collecting, aggregating, and analyzing data also requires skills
and logistical capacity that can be difficult for workers to access.
The skills needed to collect, aggregate, and analyze data are concentrated in the tech companies that build and maintain the very
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infrastructure that creates the information asymmetry at the core of
worker data tensions. Tools that facilitate no or low-code analysis
and collection are few and far between.
Even with these obstacles, there are clear steps that communities like CHI and CSCW can take to strengthen the movement for
“worker data science” [37]. Legal and policy scholars adjacent to
these communities can take on the issues of collective data use and
stewardship as academic and advocacy pursuits. HCI researchers
can build tools that make it possible for workers to collect and share
data about their working lives in privacy-preserving and accountable ways. Researchers studying algorithms can decide to work on
issues related to value-sensitive algorithm design and develop processes to democratize algorithm training and development—both
strategies that could help workers have more of a say in any future
working conditions governed by algorithms. Low-code and no-code
data analysis tools can be researched and developed to help workers untrained in data analysis understand and counter managerial
narratives using their own information. Tools to automate subject
access requests, one crucial way that workers are accessing data
collected about them at work, can be built. Until these things are
accomplished, researchers can put workers in positions of participatory power over research agendas, lending worker movements
their inquiry skills and voice while answering crucial questions
about the working present to inform working futures. All of these
steps reinforce and complement each other, creating a speculative
Digital Workerism that can be revived to balance the playing field
of work globally.

4.1

Obstacles to Data-driven Organizing and
Digital Workerism

One of the most fundamental obstacles to building a Digital Workerism lies in how workers are able to access and use information
about their working lives. Accessing data about worker experience
can be difficult to access or collect. For many workers, the data
needed to effectively understand their working conditions, including wages, wellbeing, hours, and treatment at work is collected
exclusively by their employer or platform, flows unilaterally from
them to the firm, and consists of increasingly complicated and interwoven data. For example, to audit their pay and working conditions,
app-based delivery workers might need to collect GPS traces, interaction data from their apps, work history, ratings information, data
on each of their orders, and other tidbits. This is already a challenge,
but workers do accomplish this even without the convenience of
technical tools—it’s just difficult. Workers I’ve interviewed about
their data collection practices often use clipboards, excel spreadsheets, and google maps to track information about their own work
history. They create custom maps with the best tippers in their
working zones, save detailed records of order pay and completion
times, and make notes about which orders are more or less difficult
and why.
The biggest frustration to these workers is that most of this
data is already collected by the apps they work for—it’s just not
accessible to them. One avenue to gain access to this information
that flows unilaterally from the worker to the platform is Data
Subject Access Requests (DSARs), a legal mechanism for consumers
to request machine-readable exports of data they produce while
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interacting with platforms [12, 52]. Some worker groups such as
Worker Info Exchange (WIE), a non-profit group that supports
platform workers in the EU, have successfully run campaigns based
on data collected through aggregating DSAR information from
workers [30]. But generally, scholars have found that even in the
consumer realm, DSARs are not adequately accommodated by firms,
making them an inadequate singular strategy for collecting data
about worker experience [12].
DSARs are also fundamentally limited, as data is a situated object.
In the case of DSARs, what data is collected, how it is stored, and
what about worker experiences is made legible are all decided from
the standpoint of the firm, not the worker. This means that all
data collectible through DSARs reflect the position of management
and so is limited as a tool for worker inquiry. Information about
workplace harassment, mistreatment, and any other information
that might be a liability issue to a firm may not be collected or
available at all. DSARs have also run aground when considered at
odds with the privacy rights of individual consumers. In the May
2021 legal case with Ola and Uber, Uber redacted some GPS data it
handed over to WIE, citing concerns for end-user privacy.
Alternatively to DSARs, workers can also collect data about their
working lives independently. Worker-organizers are no stranger to
this strategy, as organized workers have been using self-distributed
surveys and other data collection means to understand working
conditions since the dawn of labor organizing. However, as the
complexity of modern management and data-driven work shows,
traditional methods for measuring worker experience are limited.
Understanding how algorithmic changes impact worker wellbeing
still requires detailed data that might mimic the information collected by platforms. To quantify the impact of a change in a delivery
app’s payment algorithm, information about workers’ GPS locations, driving habits, tip records, and ratings might all be needed.
Analyzing all this data is also technically daunting. In challenging a deactivation by Uber, WIE analyzed a location dataset they
obtained through a DSAR about a worker’s driving history [29].
To publicly campaign for this worker, WIE analyzed dense GPS
location traces and cross-referenced the worker’s activity to other
location records. This task—of analyzing a single driver’s deactivation case—required knowledge of GPS data, geospatial analysis
techniques, and data visualization. These are specialized skills that
are not readily available to organizers and workers.
Beyond technical capacity and skills, policy and legal hurdles
threaten workers’ collective use of their data. Despite the advancement of consumer privacy bills in the US and EU such as the GDPR
or CCPA in California, data protection and privacy law effectively
extends rights only to consumers, not workers. Data privacy law
has an extremely limited reach in the workplace, granting employers broad authority to collect and own information collected from
workers. Trade secret protections on data and information created
from worker data limit how worker groups can use any information
they collect. In some cases, simply sharing wage data could be considered a violation of trade secret law [16]. Workers attempting to
use sensor data or reverse engineer workplace algorithms to audit
employer practices could face serious legal challenges. Discussing
this tension is beyond the scope of this paper, but withholding data
rights from workers will have serious downstream consequences
for labor movements.
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4.2

Developing Technology for Worker Inquiry
and Data Access

4.2.1 Building Accessible Tools to Understand Working Conditions.
While serious, all of these obstacles also offer a roadmap for how
advocates and researchers can help build a stronger, more capable
worker movement that may be more resilient in the face of intense
workplace surveillance and data-driven management. Tools like
WeClock [82], which allows workers to use their mobile phones
as digital sensors and survey tools, are expanding the horizon of
what information is easily collectible by workers and organizers.
WeClock is built with worker experience in mind, and collects all
data on-device by default to protect worker privacy. Workers then
send data files to organizers, who can then analyze worker data to
estimate wage theft, commute times, and worker wellbeing. More
tools like WeClock that allow workers to securely collect and share
data about their working life are needed and can be considered
active areas of HCI research. There is a dearth of knowledge about
how to design tools built specifically for workers. By developing and
prototyping such tools researchers can contribute to more general
knowledge about how to build technology for workers, as well as
grow technological capacity for worker movements.
Workers also desperately need tools that allow them to analyze
data collected by tools like WeClock. A cursory review of “lowcode” analysis or visualization tools on Google Scholar and other
repositories reveals that the vast majority of projects are aimed
explicitly at specific industry problems such as logistics, not generalpurpose data analysis or visualization. To truly support a modern
“worker’s inquiry”, systems that let laypeople investigate data about
their own working life, as well as tools that allow them to combine
those insights with others’ contributions, are desperately needed.
4.2.2 Worker-Led Participatory Approaches. Besides building tools,
researchers can also participate in “co-research”, a core part of the
philosophy surrounding worker inquiry that is reminiscent of Participatory Action Research [9, 18, 36, 70]. By involving workers in
the stages of research planning and design, researchers can help
ensure their work contributes to addressing real issues that workers
face while adding to broader knowledge. Providing true participation (as opposed to tokenization [11]) to workers can elevate them
from research subjects to co-researchers, a practice that can also
help build worker groups’ capacity for data-based inquiry.
Researchers seeking to engage with Digital Workerism by designing tools for workers should look to existing organizations for
leadership, guidance, and collaboration. Worker centers, emergent
labor unions, and community groups that aim to improve worker’s
rights likely have challenges that might be easier to solve with
better tools or questions that could be answered with better information about workers. However, labor groups are notoriously
under-resourced, and it takes persistent outreach efforts from researchers to keep a community-focused project alive.
4.2.3 Democratizing Algorithm Design. A small but growing body
of research also investigates how the algorithms that govern workers can be made more participatory. Some organizers may protest
that it will be difficult (if not impossible) to create algorithmic
management systems that are “aligned” between both worker and
management interests. However, as long as algorithms are being
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used to make decisions about workers’ lives, it stands to reason that
we should make every effort to ensure they are at least able to be
the subject of bargaining and negotiation. Projects like WeBuildAI
offer a roadmap for how to construct algorithms in more participatory ways that take into account differing stakeholder interests
[57]. Like WeBuildAI, projects that take on the challenge of investigating participatory algorithms should aim to combine human
practices (WeBuildAI was based on an in-person workshop model)
with technological advancements that can help make algorithms
more democratic.
Even for algorithmic systems that are not co-designed by workers in this spirit, applications of algorithmic explainability in the
worker context will be crucial. Labor unions that provided access to
wage and time studies in the early days of scientific management
were careful to point out the importance of making such information available in laypeople’s terms. While algorithmic explainability
is a large and active area of AI research, there is room to focus on
how explainability can be transferred to specific contexts, such as
work. Such projects could focus on interrogating black-box algorithms, such as the case of workers attempting to deconstruct a
pay algorithm’s “black box”. Others might address issues of trust
and security in explanation systems to develop systems that ensure workers get a fair look at the systems that govern their lives
[14, 54].
4.2.4 Alternative Data and Labor Governance. All of these developments can be seen as infrastructure, and while existing structures
such as labor unions provide a model for how governance of the
data, tools, and algorithms that worker groups might be developed,
union density in the United States is at an all-time low. Some unions,
such as in the sports industry, provide useful examples of how to
include data in a bargaining contract [15], but most workers do not
have the ability to join an existing union. Experiments in alternative
governance arrangements may be a more strategic way to include
more workers, at least in the US. Data cooperative structures could
be used as a governance layer both for worker organizing and for
data stewardship [65]. “Bottom-Up” data trusts, a model based more
on existing legal and governance structures, could also be a fruitful
alternative [24, 56].

5

CONCLUSION: COMPUTER SUPPORTED
COOPERATIVE RESISTANCE

Platform work provides workers, scholars, and advocates with a
premonition of working futures, saturated with intensive surveillance, loss of autonomy, and limited worker rights. But it does not
have to be this way. The solutions presented here are far from a
panacea—they will not stop the policies that have fissured working environments and incentivize the misclassification and digital
control of workers. But they may help chart a path forward for
researchers and advocates seeking to change the course of worker
power in an increasingly digitized working world.
While researchers in the CSCW and CHI communities are members of an intellectual lineage that has in some ways facilitated the
spread of technology that now controls and limits worker power, it
is these same fields that are best equipped to create the tools that
might resist an oppressive working future. As the world of work
is increasingly digitized, workers will need new digital tools to
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make legible their experiences and interrogate, audit, and shape the
systems that control their working lives. As Karen Gregory notes,
data and digital tools are not a replacement for the hard work of
organizing, but they clearly can help balance the tilted playing field.
Examples of worker-led digital resistance like the Shipt Calculator, Deliveroo Unwrapped, and others all point to the potential for
digital tools to help workers build solidarity and hold employers
accountable.
In a modern economy whose ailments—massive inequality, poor
working conditions, and little autonomy—have been pegged to the
past century’s precipitous decrease in labor power [76], building
tools and systems that use data to help workers organize may also
construct a more sustainable future. The promise of working futures
is not only in the hands of employers and the firm. It is in the hands
of workers, and those who might do the work with them.
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